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A B S T R A C T

Blood oxygenators act as an extracorporeal artificial lung during certain types of cardiac surgery and inten-
sive care therapies. Inside these devices, blood is forced to flow across an oxygenating bundle, encountering
interstitial gaps comparable to those typical of the microvasculature. Despite the well-known effects of such
length scales on haemorheology and red blood cell (RBC) behavior, these are generally overlooked in oxy-
genator modeling and design; it is persistently assumed that RBCs are homogeneously distributed throughout
the oxygenating bundle, independently of their microstructure arrangement or main flow directions.

The goal of this study is to provide preliminary experimental evidence of heterogeneous RBC distributions
inside oxygenating fibre bundles. To this end, a number of microchannels were manufactured inspired by ac-
tual oxygenating devices, considering simplified versions of their microstructure. These comprise staggered
arrays of micro pillars, which were perfused with RBC suspensions, with feed haematocrit (Ht) and velocities
relevant for clinical use. The microchannels were imaged using a microscope and high-speed camera to accu-
rately capture cell distribution.

The imaged blood flows revealed the non-uniform nature of RBC distributions in the arrays, characterized
by local Ht gradients particularly around the O2 sources inside the bundle. These heterogeneous distributions
should be accounted for during oxygenator design, as RBC concentration plays a key role in O2 transport and,
ultimately, overall device performance.

© 2019.

1. Introduction

The fluid dynamics inside oxygenating fibre bundles is a key el-
ement for blood oxygenator performance, typically characterized by
highly complex patterns that mainly depend on the microstructure and
manufacturing techniques of these devices. Due to the strong coupling
between mass transfer mechanisms and blood shear stresses with flow
features, an accurate description of local phenomena is crucial in order
to predict efficiency and identify possible risk of blood damage.

Typically, modern oxygenating bundles contain hollow fibres
made from a semipermeable membrane, which carry gas inside (in-
traluminal flow), while blood flows externally around them (extra-
luminal flow). Thanks to the microporous nature of the membrane,
gaseous exchange between both phases is possible, so that O2 and
CO2 levels in blood remain controlled. This way, an oxygenator can
temporarily substitute the functions of the natural lungs, both in car-
diac surgery and intensive care therapies. Today most oxygenating
bundles are manufactured from a continuous mat of hollow fibres
typically arranged in bi-layers of alternating angles, which are either
piled or wound around an inner rigid core. The main purpose of such
an intricate distribution is to enhance blood mixing, preventing the
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development of large boundary layers that would limit the mass trans-
fer [1,2].

An additional complication regarding oxygenating bundle analy-
sis is the range of different orders of magnitude and length scales in-
volved. A single adult device can contain around 10,000 fibres [3],
with diameters ranging between 200 and 400 µm. Assuming a repre-
sentative fibre pitch of 0.6mm and a fibre diameter of 0.38mm yields
a fibre spacing of 220µm. However, if the contact between fibres of
adjacent layers is considered, the average gaps representative of the
blood flow through the bundle are expected to be even smaller. Thus,
if different cross sections of a typical wound bundle are studied, ir-
regular patterns with inter-fibre spacing in the order of 50µm can be
observed (Fig. 1).

One of the traditional assumptions in computational models de-
scribing blood flow in oxygenators is a homogeneous distribution of
blood particles throughout the bundle. Although some studies have
applied different non-Newtonian shear thinning rheological models
(including Ballyk [4,5], Quemada [6] or Casson [7]) to simulate the
haemodynamics in different fibre microstructure arrangements, none
of these models can account for the effects arising from the particulate
nature of blood. A constant concentration of red blood cells (RBCs) is
invariably assumed between the fibres across the entire device, failing
to consider the blood microstructure within the complex geometry of
the oxygenators.

Nevertheless, it is well known that blood, like most particle sus-
pensions, exhibits a complex behavior in microscale flows mainly

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.medengphy.2019.07.012
1350-4533/ © 2019.
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Fig. 1. Simplified CAD model of a blood oxygenator (a), internal oxygenating bundle (b) and detail of the fibre microstructure (c). Different cuts to a microstructure region (d), fibre
patterns generated (e) and close-up of one of the fibre patterns (f), with a spacing in the range of 50µm. Intraluminal section (gas-side, inside the fibres) is displayed in blue, while
extraluminal section (blood-side, outside the fibres) is in red. All fibers have circular cross-sections, the apparent ellictical shape is due to the various orientations of the cut planes.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

due to its particulate composition and the properties of the red blood
cells [8–10]. It is well established that, due to RBC radial migration,
a cell-free layer develops close to the walls giving rise to phenom-
ena such as the Fahraeus effect and a reduction of the apparent vis-
cosity (Fahraeus–Lindqvist) at length scales below 300µm [9,11–13].
These effects are also highly dependent on the properties of RBCs,
namely deformability and aggregation, i.e. the propensity of RBCs to
form rouleaux at low shear conditions. These phenomena are gener-
ally described in the context of microvascular flows and exploited in
the context of diagnostics; however, the length scales involved are also
representative of extraluminal flow in blood oxygenators (i.e. blood
flowing around the oxygenating fibres inside the oxygenator). Al-
though the haematocrit values and Reynolds numbers, are quite differ-
ent in blood oxygenators (Re = 1 ÷ 10) compared to microvasculature
(Re < 0.1), when considering the typical spacing length scales men-
tioned above and typical RBC size (diameters of 8µm), it seems clear
that the particulate nature of blood should be of importance, hence
compromising the validity of the homogeneous continuum hypothesis
for blood description when modeling flows in oxygenating devices.

The present study thus aims to probe the RBC distribution inside
oxygenating bundles, with a view to depart from the assumption of a
uniform blood composition typically employed in oxygenator design
towards more refined modeling approaches for such flows. A num-
ber of micropillar array microchannels were designed and manufac-
tured, inspired by the flow paths blood follows inside oxygenators.
These might appear as simplified flow configurations; however, a sim-
ilar approach has been previously adopted in the literature to study
RBC dynamics in biomimetic microfluidic networks of pulmonary
alveolar capillaries [21] and spleen [26]. The microchannels were per-
fused with RBC suspensions at different haematocrit (Ht) and ana-
lyzed through a microscope. In view of the small length scales and
high tortuosity of the flow paths, non-uniform RBC distributions are
expected to arise which will have major implications in the fluid dy-
namics therein due to their impact on viscosity (µ) and density (ρ), as
well as in the O2 diffusion through blood across the device. There is
a growing interest in the use of multiphase blood models (plasma and

RBC) in oxygenator design. A recent computational study suggested
a novel and appealing approach for modeling O2 transfer [14], where
the RBC and plasma are implemented as two phases. Despite experi-
mental measurements of oxygen transfer in a micro-oxygenator being
used to validate the numerical predictions, no direct experimental ob-
servation of the blood flow and the local RBC distributions through
the fibres was performed. To the best of our knowledge, the results re-
ported below are the first experimental evidence of particulate effects
of blood in conditions mimicking those inside oxygenating bundles.

2. Methods

2.1. Geometry definition

Based on a typical wound bundle microstructure, different mi-
crochannel geometries were designed (Fig. 2) as 2D idealizations of
the complex patterns shown above. The aim of the experiments was
to examine possible gradients of RBC concentration, so simplified
geometries were employed as a starting point. The fibres were mod-
eled as micropillar arrays and different features and levels of com-
plexity encountered in oxygenator devices were considered: a straight
channel (channel “c1”), a 90° curved channel (“c2”), and a single row
of fibres representing the fibre layer in contact with the oxygenator
walls (“c3”). The first model was thought as the simplest case to ex-
amine blood flow around the fibre arrays whereas the second one fo-
cused on RBC distribution in curved zones, aiming to analyse even-
tual differences in perfusion of the corner region away from the inlet.
Finally, the third simplified geometry aimed to mimic fibres in contact
with the walls and hence study the effect of wall boundaries.

Channel c1 had a total of 367 obstacles (representing circular fi-
bres) distributed in 15 staggered layers, with a total length of 26mm
and total width of 4.52mm. Channel c2 had 776 circular obstacles, in
35 staggered layers, with dimensions 23.5× 10mm. It should be noted
that the width of this channel (10 mm) was chosen according to a re-
alistic dimension of a commercial oxygenator with wound bundles,
where the distance between the lateral walls is around 1cm. Thus, c2
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Fig. 2. Three types of channels considered (c1, c2 and c3). For an easier visualization, different scales were used in each case. The red bars represent 1mm. Details of the microstruc-
ture representing the micropillars (d1, with measures in µm), and irregularity included as defect in the fiber bundle (d2). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

becomes representative of areas near the inlet/outlet of the device. Fi-
nally, c3 is a single micro pin array with 6 obstacles, as a detail of the
layer in contact with the wall in c1.

The diameter of the micropillars was 380µm representative of the
fibres in typical oxygenating bundles [3], with maximum and mini-
mum inter-fibre gaps of 220 and 50µm, thus resulting in longitudinal
and transverse pitch ratios of 0.13 and 0.58, respectively, with a void
fraction of 37%, which is in line with commercial devices. Finally,
irregular features representing isolated “defects” in the oxygenating
membrane were included. This could correspond to an individual fibre
collapsed or misaligned with reference to the other fibres.

For simplicity, the micropillars will be referred to as “fibres”
henceforth, even though the only material used in the channels was
PDMS, without any real fibre embedded in them.

2.2. Microfabrication

Micro-channels were manufactured in a clean room using a stan-
dard soft-lithography microfabricating technique for PDMS-based mi-
crofluidic devices [15]. The settings were fixed according to a target
channel height of 50µm for c1 and c2 models, and 40µm for c3. These
values were chosen so that the average aspect ratio of the blood path
inside the channels was close to one, as typical of the oxygenating
bundles, where the gaps through which the blood flows are not pre-
dominantly larger in a particular direction of space.

2.3. Experimental setup

Microfluidic channels were placed under an inverted microscope
(Nikon Diaphot) and perfused using a flow-controlled syringe pump
(Harvard Apparatus PHD ULTRA™). The flow rates used ranged
from 70 to 1200µl/min, generating average velocities in the mi-
crochannels in the order of 0.1m/s and leading to a Reynolds num-
ber always higher than 1 (Re = 1.7, assuming ρ= 1025kg/m3, μ= 0.003
Pa⋅s and a gap of 50µm between two fibres). This is in line with typ-
ical Re inside oxygenating bundles [7,16,17]. The flow rates were se-
lected based on the average blood velocity around the fibres, calcu-
lated from each channel dimensions and cross-sectional area.

The blood flow through the micropillar arrays was imaged using
brightfield illumination and a high-speed CMOS camera (Dantec Dy-
namics Nano Sense MKIII) with × 4,× 10 and × 20 objective lenses.
The camera sampling rate and exposure time played an important role
in the quantification of haematocrit. It should be noted that the aim of
this study was to create image intensity maps from which to extract
haematocrit information rather than resolve individual RBCs; thus,
values of 1000Hz and 50 µs respectively were deemed to be optimal
for the conditions of the experiments. A schematic of the experimental
set up is shown in Fig. 3.

Preliminary experiments were performed using bovine fresh blood,
while human fresh blood was employed in a second set of experi-
ments for a more quantitative analysis. The samples were obtained
by venepuncture from healthy donors following an ethics protocol ap-
proved by the South East London Research Ethics Committee (Ref-
erence: 10/H0804/21). RBCs were separated by centrifugation and
suspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma, USA). The
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup. (a) Syringe pump loaded with blood sample; (b) microchannel perfusion; (c) microscope; (d) high-speed camera; (e) PC for postprocessing.

Ht was adjusted to different levels, ranging from 2 to 45%. This range
was selected to cover the typical haematocrit values in oxygenators
which vary between 18 and 37%, since various haemodilution steps
can be used during cardiopulmonary bypass [18]. The Ht range was
extended to lower values in our experiments for completeness. To
minimize the sedimentation of RBCs before entering the microchan-
nel, the syringe was turned upside down and the connection tubes
tapped every two minutes.

2.4. Image processing

In order to quantify the RBC distributions observed in the mi-
crofluidic oxygenator models, a method similar to that reported in
Sherwood et al. [24] was employed. 100 instantaneous RBC images
were acquired with the high-speed camera at a sampling rate of 1kHz
and were time averaged. The time averaged image intensity was nor-
malized with the mean image intensity of the channel perfused at 0%
Ht, i.e. the maximum intensity corresponding to RBC free regions:
IN = Iav/I0% Ht. This way, as higher Ht generates darker images (and
hence lower Iav), IN ≤ 1, with IN = 1 for 0% Ht. In order to make the
intensity values more intuitive, so that regions of high haematocrit

correspond to regions of high intensity the following normalized in-
tensity was used: I*= 1− IN. Thus, I*= 0 represents 0% Ht, increasing
for higher concentrations. The image processing was performed with
ImageJ [19] and Matlab (Mathworks). Fig. 4 illustrates the normal-
ization process performed in a high aspect ratio straight microchannel
with a cross sectional area of 40× 200µm. Due to the aspect ratio, the
Ht profile across the channel (in the plane of imaging) is almost flat
resulting in a uniform I* distribution.

The sampling rate did not have a significant effect on the image in-
tensity results, in contrast to the exposure time, i.e. the amount of time
the camera lens is open to acquire the image, which has important ef-
fects in relation to the fluid velocity. In order to avoid blurred images
that could compromise the Ht measurement, a constant exposure time
of 50 µs was used for all experiments.

3. Results

3.1. Preliminary results

Preliminary experiments using bovine blood revealed a heteroge-
neous RBC distribution at different scales of the channels. Starting at

Fig. 4. Image intensity normalization process. Instantaneous image of a 5% Ht sample flowing at 5µl/min (left), time-averaged intensity (centre), and mean image intensity of the
channel perfused with PBS only (right).
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the fibre level, images of RBC flows in various sections of channel c1
and at various haematocrits clearly show non-uniform RBC distribu-
tions, as indicated by the image intensity distributions in Fig. 5. The
selected images illustrate sharp RBC concentration gradients between
the fibres due to the flow field generated by the pin arrays. Regions
depleted of RBCs can be seen in the fibre wakes and near the walls as
expected.

Imaging of the larger scale microchannel, channel c2, shows how
the non-uniform RBC concentration patterns propagate through the
entire domain (Fig. 6) at both low and high haematocrits. The turn at
the inlet of the array can further contribute to the heterogeneity in the
fibre array and this can be illustrated in Fig. 6, where the main stream
of the fluid hardly reaches the channel corner, thus causing RBC
slowing down and sedimenting. In order to mimic specific conditions

that can occur during normal functioning of the device (e.g. any dis-
turbance in the homogeneity of the blood flow feeding the oxygena-
tor), a non-uniform Ht distribution at the channel inlet was induced by
purposely letting the RBC sediment in the syringe. This effect results
in a complete separation of the two phases (RBCs and PBS) at cer-
tain locations of the channel, thus demonstrating that even the slight-
est inhomogeneity in local Ht will propagate in the whole microdevice
(Fig. 7). Some asymmetries in RBC distributions observed in symmet-
ric geometries (e.g. c1 and c3), most likely due to bistable nature of the
flow in the array, provide additional testament of this phenomenon.

Finally, results in channel c3 (Fig. 8) also illustrate phase separa-
tion because of the flow field around the fibres and near the walls.
The regions near the channel wall are not reached by RBCs, but only

Fig. 5. Images of RBC flows in channel c1 with a “defect fibre” included. The wakes are easy to distinguish especially behind the defect fibres and at the outlet of the pillar array.
Some areas near the wall (bottom right) or around the fibres (top right) were completely depleted of RBCs. The flow rates were 380µl/min (bottom left and right), and 760 µl/min
(top centre and right), corresponding to average velocities of 0.07 and 0.14m/s around the fibres.

Fig. 6. Images of RBC flows in channel c2. The wakes after the fibres following the 90° turn can be appreciated. The flow rates were 1200µl/min (left and centre) and 600 µl/min
(right), corresponding to average velocities of 0.14 and 0.7m/s around the fibres.
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Fig. 7. Images of RBCs flows in channel c2, illustrating the impact of a non-uniform
RBC distribution at the inlet. Inlet non-uniformities propagate across the channel, cre-
ating large regions in the array depleted of cells. The flow rate was 1000µl/min corre-
sponding to an average velocity of 0.12m/s around the fibres.

Fig. 8. Time averaged image of RBC flow in channel c3, showing a complete separa-
tion of phases near the walls, a clear non-homogeneous RBC distribution in the fibre
contour, cell-depletion layers adjacent to the walls and a stabilized wake downstream of
the fibre. The flow rate was 100µl/min, corresponding to an average velocity of 0.2 m/s
around the fibres.

by PBS. Similarly, RBC depleted regions are also observed in the
boundary layers around the fibres, and along the wake centreline of
the fibres resulting in a heterogeneous Ht distribution in the array. It is
interesting to note that the phase separation in the wake became fully
developed after the first obstacle row, due to the low Re, and persisted
for a few fibre diameters downstream at the channel outlet.

3.2. Quantitative analysis of image intensity

The normalized intensity I* distribution was analyzed in differ-
ent sections and for different flow conditions (velocities, feed Ht), in-
cluding inter-fibre gaps, post-fibre wakes, or in gaps between fibres
and walls. The results illustrate local haematocrit variations through-
put the fibre arrays, with reduced Ht and almost cell depleted regions
in the wake and near the walls. Fig. 9 shows a cell depletion region
along the fibre wake centreline and near the wall of the fibres which
is manifested by steep gradients in the intensity profiles across the

gaps. Fig. 10 shows a linear haematocrit profile in the gap between
fibres and the wall with steep gradients near the walls which are
feed-haematocrit dependent and Fig. 11 shows haematocrit fluctua-
tions across the outlet of the array as a result of the parallel wakes
forming by the last rows of fibres.

4. Discussion

Motivated by the similar length scales in oxygenating bundles
and the microvasculature, different microchannels were designed and
manufactured as idealizations of complex 3D hollow fibre arrange-
ments. These comprise staggered arrays of micropillars mimicking the
fibres of the oxygenators. When the developed channels were perfused
with different blood samples, heterogeneous distributions of RBCs
were observed, with wake and near wall regions exhibiting a Ht close
to zero. These results question the validity of the classic assumption
of a homogeneous Ht inside blood oxygenators, which is consistently
made when modeling these devices.

The observed differences in local haematocrit result from RBC dy-
namics and interactions in the flow field generated by the fibre ar-
ray characterized by wakes and boundary layers near the walls. These
fields generate a shear distribution within the micro pillar arrays,
which affects the lateral migration of RBCs, enhancing the lift-in-
duced effects [30,31]. These distributions imply that aggregation of
RBCs is also likely despite the relatively high velocities in oxygena-
tors, as the latter is both shear and haematocrit dependent. The ob-
served local haematocrit distributions imply that blood oxygenation
should vary throughout the blood path, considering the effects of RBC
concentration on O2 diffusivity in blood [4,22]. Even though the cell
depletion layers observed in these microfluidic arrays do not exactly
reproduce those encountered in real oxygenating devices they provide
some clues about the impact of such regions on oxygenator perfor-
mance.

The small difference in the intensity values reported in Fig. 9 for
the higher feed Ht seems to suggest that the impact of the cell-de-
pleted regions on heterogeneity diminishes with Ht. Nevertheless, a
complete understanding of haematocrit heterogeneity would require
specific calibration curves to convert the recorded intensity maps in
haematocrit values. Preliminary experiments, performed in a straight
microchannel at varying feed Ht, showed a non-linear dependency be-
tween RBC concentration and I* (Fig. 12), in agreement with previous
works [20]. Calibration tests were performed using two different hu-
man blood samples perfused through a straight microchannel at veloc-
ities similar to those encountered in oxygenators. Calibration results
show some variability between the two samples and a slight influence
of flow velocity on I* which require further investigation. Neverthe-
less, the non-linear I*-Ht relationship can still help to provide a pre-
liminary interpretation of the results presented above. For example,
Fig. 12 indicates that an increase of 0.1 in I* corresponds to an in-
crease of about 5% in local Ht at low feed Hts (e.g. for feed Ht < 15%)
but a threefold increase at higher feed Hts. Hence, the phase separa-
tion in the interstitial space between two fibres (e.g. at L*=0.5), that
manifests as a sharp drop in I* values for a feed Ht of 15% (blue line
in Fig. 9), also occurs at feed Ht of 35–45% (purple line in Fig. 9). In
the case reported in Fig. 9, for example, using the curve corresponding
to fresh blood (Human-1 in Fig. 12) we would obtain a local Ht in the
cell depleted region that is about 2–3 times lower than the remaining
part of the RBC suspension.

As a result of the heterogeneity of RBC distribution, also the vis-
cosity is expected to vary locally [24,25], due to the complex rhe-
ology of blood that depends heavily on its particulate nature (i.e.
haematocrit/microstructure), and hence the fluid dynamics in the fi-
bre array are expected to differ from those predicted using the as-
sumption of constant haematocrit throughout. Therefore, the particu
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Fig. 9. Time-averaged intensity maps and profiles across the gap between adjacent fibres in a row for channel c1 and flow rate of 1000µl/min (0.2m/s). The maps indicate flow
stratification with RBC rich regions in the high-speed regions of the flow and separation in the middle. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Time-averaged intensity maps and profiles across the wakes formed downstream of the fibre array for channel c1 for a flow rate of 500µl/min (0.1m/s).

late nature of blood should be considered for a more accurate model-
ing of the fluid dynamics and O2 transfer inside blood oxygenators.

All experiments on the same channel geometry were conducted
with a RBC suspension from the same donor. However, some vari-
ability between different blood samples is likely to occur as blood
composition and properties (e.g. deformability, aggregation) are pa-
tient specific. Tests using blood samples from transfusion bags, which
had been stored for different amounts of time showed that image
intensity values for equivalent feed Ht varied between the samples,
as could be expected given the dependence of optical properties

on factors like O2 saturation, temperature or osmolarity. In particu-
lar, sample noted as Human-1 corresponds to fresh blood whereas Hu-
man-2 to transfusion blood. Storage is known to alter several RBC
properties, such as shape, membrane morphology and protein arrange-
ment, metabolism, haemoglobin [27,28]. These alterations not only
impact haemodynamics and physiology, but also affect the optical
properties of cells [32].

Numerous variables related to the properties of blood, including
inter-patient variations and types of clinical interventions, might af-
fect the behavior of blood in these oxygenators. These effects are out
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Fig. 11. Time-averaged intensity maps and profiles in the gap between a fibre and the channels wall for c3 for a flow rate of 70µl/min (0.16m/s).

Fig. 12. Feed Ht-I* relationship of human RBC samples perfused at various flow ve-
locities through a high aspect ratio straight microchannel with a cross sectional area of
40 × 200 µm.

of the scope of this study, whose aim was to provide a proof-of-con-
cept about the Ht heterogeneity occurring in oxygenator flow condi-
tions and suggest the need to account for this during the oxygena-
tor design phase. It is likely that such effects are present in current
devices, but their net impact on the overall performance might be
masked by other factors.

Finally, it should be noted that the present study was carried out
under steady-state flow conditions and no attempt was made to intro-
duce a pulsating flow mimicking the circulation. Use of a pulsatile
flow would introduce the effect of frequency (Strouhal number) [29],
thus requiring a redesign of the study. The flow inside the array is
expected to be steady, as the corresponding Reynolds numbers in the
study are not sufficient to induce vortex shedding in such confined
geometries. Previous studies, performed at higher Re, indicate that ef-
fect of upstream flow pulsations might be limited to the first row in
the array [33].

5. Conclusion

Even if the fluid dynamics of blood is largely studied in microcir-
culation, the effect of the particulate nature of blood during the design
of oxygenating fibre bundles is rarely accounted for. In this work ex-
perimental evidence is presented that RBC distribution is not homoge-
neous in microdevices mimicking the dimensions and fluid dynamic
characteristics of a fibre bundle. These phenomena are particularly ev-
ident between two consecutive fibres and near the channel wall. The
presence of cell-depletion layers can affect the O2/CO2 mass trans-
fer. A quantification of this effect can be possible by means of a CFD
model that accounts for different diffusion coefficients in plasma and
RBCs, thus looking for designs that take advantage of this phenome-
non to increase the oxygenator performance.

Future work will involve refining the experimental data and use
them to thoroughly validate a multiphase flow model for oxygena-
tor design. Moreover, we should focus on alternative, more realistic
three-dimensional fibre bundles and more sophisticated designs that
will allow examining the effects of haematocrit heterogeneity and pa-
tient variability and their effects on gas transport in a controlled man-
ner, tapping on and exploring the numerous possibilities of microflu-
idic technologies for artificial organs (in particular, lungs), described
in previous studies [23].
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